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Chemistry of Life:  


Chemistry 
Basics

Part One: Atoms and Elements�

Atoms
✴ The 
_________ 
building 
block of 
matter

Atoms�

•  _____ protons and _____ neutrons 
in the nucleus�

•  ______ Electrons orbit around 
nucleus�

Elements

- A substance that ________ be 
broken down into ________ 
substances

Examples
• Steel is iron and carbon 

NOT AN ELEMENT

• Iron (Fe) cannot 
be _____ 
________ into 
anything else
• IRON IS AN ELEMENT
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Elements are listed on the Periodic 
Table of Elements 


• Each element has a ____ number of protons �
• This gives the ____ of the periodic table�

Element Order �

Element Weight �

•   ATOMIC MASS = number of _____ 
and number of ______ together.�

Element Charge�

•  Elements do NOT have a _____ �
•  # of PROTONS   ___   # of ELECTRONS�

• ______ �
• ______ �
• ______ �
• ______ �
• ______ �
• ______ �

6 Most Common Elements�

   “N’CHOPS”

IONS
✴ Ion is an atom that has a 
_______
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✴ Ions are ________ when they 
gain electrons

✴ Ions are ________ when they 
lose electrons

Compounds
• Are formed when __________ 

atoms join together 
• When elements _________, their 

properties change

Compound Examples�
• Example: 
• Na is a solid & is explosive in water
• Cl is a poisonous gas
• Together they make ________: NaCl

Summary Time�

Chemical Bonds �
�
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Types of Bonds�

•  Ionic�
•  Covalent �
•  Polar �

Electrons are _______ by one ion 
and _____ by another 
 
-1 atom becomes + charged -1 
atom becomes - charged

Ionic Bond

Covalent Bond
electrons are ________

Polar Bond
• Atoms of 

elements do not 
share electrons 
________
• One end = slight 

________
• One end = 

slightly _________
• Example: H2O

O- 

H+ 

H+ 

Water Molecule�

Covalent Bond 

Sharing electrons 

Polar Covalent Bond 

Uneven Sharing electrons 
Show come ionic character 

Ionic Bond 

Donating electrons 
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Summary Time�

•  ______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________ �

Acids and Bases�

pH Scale�
✦ It is a measure of how acidic or basic a solution is.�

✦ 7 is neutral �
✦ Anything below 7 is _____ �
✦ Anything above 7 is _____ �

Acid- any substance that 
releases _____ ions (H+) 
in water.�
�

Acid vs. Base�

Base- any substance that 
releases ______ ions 
(OH-) in water.�

Acid vs. Base� Summary Time�

•  ______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________ �
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Water�

32 �

The Properties of Water �

The ________ �
Water is the natural dissolver �
�
To dissolve: to mix into a solution�

26

33 �

Water Vocabulary�
" _______: The thing that is dissolved�
" _______: The dissolver �
" _______: a mixture of substances 

without chemical change�

27
34 �

Cohesive and Adhesive�
• Water is a _______ molecule�
• Cohesion: When like molecules are 

naturally attracted to eachother�
• Can create surface tension�

• _______: When unlike molecules are 
naturally attraced to eachother�

Draw Water Bonding:�

36 �

Temperature�
" When it’s cold, water _____ as it freezes�
" Frozen water ______ to the surface�
" This is why life can continue on in lakes 

during the _______!�
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Summarize the properties of water �

•  ______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________ �

Carbon�
The element of life�

Carbon
A.  All living things are made of carbon AKA 
“_________”�

Carbon can form covalent bonds with 4 other 
elements, including itself.�

Carbon can form _____, _____, and 
_____bonds�

SINGLE DOUBLE TRIPLE 

" Carbon can also form carbon _______ �

" CARBON can form a chains of ______ length�

Draw how carbon can bond�
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Macromolecules �

What are Macromolecules? �
�

•  “Giant Molecules”�
•  Made of hundreds or 

thousands of ______ 
molecules�

MONOMER vs POLYMER �
MONOMER:�
A building block that links 
together to make larger 
molecules (macromolecules) �

POLYMER:�
A large molecule 

(macromolecule) formed 
when monomers join 

together.�

Dehydration Reactions�
�
When you link 2 _______ together a 
water molecule is made�
�

        +             à                 +  H2O  
  �

HYDROLYSIS REACTION
✦ When you break a ______ apart 

using a _____ molecule.�

                          + H2Oà        +  �

What’s the difference between a hydrolysis 
and a dehydration reaction?�

•  ______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________ �
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Types of 
Macromolecules �

50 �

Macromolecules �
•  Macromolecules- large molecules that are made up of smaller 

units (building blocks) �
•  There are 4 biomolecules:�
• __________ �
• __________ �
• __________ �
• __________ �

Carbohydrates �

52 �

Carbohydrates �
" Store _____ �
" Provide ______ support �

33

53 �

Building Blocks of Carbs�
• _________- smallest unit of a 

carbohydrate�
• Example: glucose�

• __________- many monosaccharides 
hooked together �
• Example: Chitin (beetle shells) �

54 �

Carbohydrate Examples�

• Sugar- ______ is the energy of life�

�
• ______- large chain of glucose, part of our 

diet �
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• ______- Makes up plant walls�

• _______- in liver and muscles, 
stores energy�

Proteins�

57�

Proteins�

" ______ substances�
" Speeds _______ �
" Provides structural ________ �
" Makes _______ �
" Fight ________ � 34

58 �

Protein Monomers (building blocks) �

• Proteins are 
complicated...�
• They are made up 

of 
__________ �

39

59 �

Protein Examples�

• Hormones- control everything from _____ 
to _____ �

• _______- speed up chemical reactions�
40

60 �

• ______- Helps digest food�
• Hemoglobin- Carries ______ in red 

blood cells�
• Myosin- helps ______ contract �

41
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Enzymes �

62 �

Enzymes �
Enzymes are ______catalysts�

_______: A chemical that speeds 
up reactions�

30

Catalysts:�

•  Lower the _____  _____  to allow 
a reaction to happen using ___ energy�

Enzymes are affected by:�

• The _______ of the enzyme�
• The _________ �

65 �

Enzymes are Specific:�

" They work like a _____ and ____ �

32

Lipids �
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Lipids �

" Store ______ �
" Provide _______ �
" _______ coating�

35

Lipid Building Block �

• Fatty Acids- long chain of _______
(saturated or unsaturated) �

• Glycerol- 3 groups of oxygen and 
hydrogen (likes water!) �

Fats and Oils�
• ______- has no bend 

in the carbon tail (full 
amount of hydrogen) �
• ______- the HEALTHY 

kind- has a bend in the 
tail �

70 �

• Waxes- used in animals as 
__________ �
• Phospholipids- make _____ 

membranes�
• Hormones �

Nucleic Acids�

72 �

Nucleic Acids�
• Stores and communicates ______ 

information�
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Nucleic Acid Monomer �

•  NUCLEOTIDES!�

DNA and RNA�
• DNA- contains genetic 

_______ for all 
organisms�

• RNA- used as a ______ �

Vocabulary Foldable�

76�

Atom�
Element �

Compound�
Proton�

Neutron�
Electron�
Nucleus�
Isotope�

Ion�
6 elements of life�

Covalent bond�
Polar Bond�

Ionic bond�
Acid�
Base�
Organic�
Macromolecule�
Monomer �
Polymer �
Reactant �
Product �
Chemical Change�
Physical Change�
Enzyme/Catalyst �

Macromolecule Foldable�

78 �
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Protein Examples�
Protein Function�

Protein Monomer �
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